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“The Newly Emerging Powers: Are They  Emerging or Are They Coming 
Back? (as in the case with China)”   
 
          International relations are more and more becoming not only interstates 
contacts but relations between peoples as representatives of different nationalities, 
cultures and civilizations and the world policy is more and more transforming into 
" face to face " diplomacy. The intensification of international contacts and 
enlargement touch surface between holders of different " ways of life " and " ways 
of thinking " relieved diversity of the world due to the differences in historical 
conditions, concepts of values, cultural traditions, ethnic psychology and other 
civilizational aspects of life.  
          Now days world architectonics has been clearly characterized by the Taoist 
principle “Nothing is unchangeable – everything flows” and the fact is remarcable 
that not only “Greater China” and so called “Tiger Nations” of the confucian areal 
with strong presence of overseas Chinese capital but also India, Brasil, SAR, 
Mexico, Argentina, Turkey, Pakistan, Egipt, Iran, Nigeria and so on are trying to 
have reached the status of an average developed industrial nation and establish 
themselves at the top of the world’s economies. The Asian financial crisis of 1997 
and the present global crisis even more rapidly change the situation by 
contradictory interests, facing new challenges, such as environment degradation, 
population growth, migration, nuclear proliferation, terrorism and humanitarian 
crises,  that must be responded appropriately by common efforts when nobody 
could hide-and-see behind the “China grate wall” of sovereignty.  
          The carrent worldwide crisis situation and the transformation of the global 
order make more actual the question in which direction these new rising actors of 
world politics are going in the foreseeable future: an emerging superpowers with 
hegemonial ideas or a responsible majer players in the 21-st century. The answer to 
this  question is impossible without deep excursion to the history background of 
foreign policy behavpour of every specific country, that is acting like some kind of 
biologic being in accordance with its civilizational algorithm of conduct: caste-
hinduist, islamic, iberoamerican, confucian and so on.  Such huge socio-cultural 
laboratory as China with its many “isms” with Chinese specifics” gives a lot of 
analytical materials for reflections about diversity of the world and inaplicability of 
simplistic concepts of human race “one-line world-historic progres”. Especially it 
was evident in the period, when in result of " opium wars " China  suffered 
traumatic humiliations from the Wesyern powers and Japan and was violently 
involved into nations-states interrelation system, which have been usual on the 
European ground but strikingly distinguished from theory and centuries-old 
practice of the traditional world order, called " tributary system " (“chaogong 
tizhi”), well discribed in the literature (The Chinese World Order. Traditional 
China’s Foreign Relations, ed. By John King Fairbank. Harvard Univ.Press., 
Cambridge – Massachusetts, 1968.;  Zhongguo chuantong duiwai guanxi de 
sixiang, zhidu yu zhengce. Shandong daxue chubanshe. 2007)  



          Despite a lot of very sophisticated and sometimes absolutely fantastic 
conceptual and ritual manifestations of so called “nominal vassality system”, it was 
not merely procreation of Chinese fantasy imagination, but did relly exist.  This 
“Chinese World Order”, in comparison with the European “Westfalle sistam” of 
treaty relations, was functioning almost 3600 years and by scheme: “security for 
obedience” guaranteed peace and stability on unprecedentedly enormous territiry 
of our planet.  Evidently such an order could not disappear totally and even in the 
moment, when Chinese could not defeat the "barbarians" (this time from Europe) 
and assimilate them culturally and biologically, the Qing dynasty was maneuvering 
and did not demonstrate obvious attributes of any decline in the Chinese 
consciousness of a complex of the unconditional superiority of traditional values 
and social - political institutes of China. Chinese rulers could not " renounce 
principles " not only by virtue of psychological complexes, when it was easier to 
them to lose a throne, than the illusions of the superiority, but also because having 
ceded even one of formal - prestigious elements of the " Chinese world order ", 
they risked to " lose the face " in eyes of china people and really to lose legitimacy 
for the authority and throne. In 1861 during the "self-strengthening" policy the so-
called " Office on general management of businesses of all countries " (The 
Tsungli geguo shiwu yamen) in Beijing was established, that can be considered as 
an institutional "trick" of manchu dynasty, which was called in eyes of the 
foreigners to play a role of a prototype of " the foreign office ", but in fact within 
40 years acted in function of certain " stratagemic screen " in expectation of 
revenge.     
          Besides the reaction of rejection of alien model of behavior and forced 
appeal to moral - ethical categories in conditions, when by way of economic and 
military power China little could oppose to Western powers and Japan, the 
situation was complicated by literal " mutual misunderstanding " within the 
framework of beginning " dialogue of civilizations ". In reality the traditional 
Chinese consciousness has not elaborated terms adequate to concepts as "people", 
"nation", "society", "state", "personality" and also analogic to such European 
categories as "policy", "economy", "sovereignty", "juridical right" etc. The analysis 
of “world building” statements of China political elite representatives, and also 
principles of functioning and practice of the protocol of an emerging diplomatic 
service of China convinces, that it is possible to speak not about Chinese people 
complex of inferiority and compelled adaptation to new norms, but faster about 
intensive "chinazation" of the values, which have come from the West. 
          The " tributary system " and " koutou diplomacy ", almost in accordance with 
the " Parkinson law ", could not disappear without leaving a trace and on inertia " 
worked on itself ", so in result both models of international relations still continued 
(and in some aspects are continuing) coexisting for a long time, as though " in 
parallel ", and first of all in Chinese mentality. To be sure, it is the character and 
quality of people, not the adequacy of machinery (is "software", not "hardware"), 
that determines and will determine our planet intercivilizational coexistence and 
dialoge.  



          The history of China in 21th century testifies that not the "breaking" or 
"washing away" of archaic structures and ideas, but their transformation and level-
by-level "stringing" on certain cinocentric core took place. The Marxist concept of 
stage-formation social development, that was building a certain gradation of the 
peoples and the countries by criterion of "class" or other "maturity" on the highway 
to "communism" or some kind of “socialist spiritual civilization” , correlated very 
well with the “Chinese world order " and, undoubtedly, promoted its "relapses" at 
a new stage and attempts to build a “new” hierarchy-structured system of 
“harmony” and “partnership”.  .  
          Recurrences in the “outbursts of archaism” in the planet’s “hot spots” are 
thought-provoking in that nothing is lost for good in the “historical memory” but is 
merely stored in the multiple layers of  The time will show  in what degree the 
further transformation of Chinese ethnic psychology, in which today the elements 
of several social epoch at once are interlaced, will allow this country to rise on a 
way of genuine transparency, mobility and diversification and to create a full-
fledged civil society as a most sensitive mechanism to give an adequate "answer" 
to the challenges China in our times is faced.   At the turn of the century the world 
is filled with hope, but it is also faced with critical challenges. The new emerging 
powers phenomenon obligate us to give high priority to culturological knowledge 
and to understand to all the motivations in the international people to people 
dialogue to make our planet more prosperous, more livable and safer.           
 


